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Abstract: Elections in India are conducted almost using electronic voting machine. It has some defects in its security, in order to overcome the defect it 
need to be secured. The purpose of our project is to add some security to the voting machine by adding a biometric scanner followed by the barcode 
scanner. Initially the voting machine is set off. The voter id card is verified using bar code scanner. The biometric scanner is turned on and the finger 
print is verified then it is accumulated to the server. After the verification the voter is allowed to poll the vote. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days elections in India are conducted by using Electronics Voting Machine. The candidate can poll a vote by using their voter id 
card. But some peoples polls the vote twice by using an another id card or with the help of higher authorities influence. In order to 
reduce the illegal voting we must use a security in EVMs.  

Description 

2.1 Voter ID Card 

It contains the information about an individual voter which is given by an authorized organization (Indian Government). In olden days 
the voter id purely made on papers but now it is given like smart card i.e. it consist of unique barcode number for individual voter, by 
using this number we can easily get the details about the user which is provided in the server. 

2.2 Bar Code Reader 

The barcode reader is an Automated Data Collection technology. It is used to get the details of voter which is accumulated in server. 
There are primarily four types of technologies used to read barcode. These are Pen type Reader, Laser Readers, CCD Reader and 
Camera based Reader. 

In this system the barcode reader reads the unique number from the id card. By using this number the details of the voter is obtained 
from server through the GSM Module.  

2.3 LCD Display 

LCD: Liquid Crystal Display is used to display the present words, digits in 7-segment displays as in a digital clock. In this system the 
display is used to display the details of the voter which is gathered from the server through the GSM module 
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2.4 MICRO Controller 

All the functions of this system are carried out by microcontroller. It has multiple serial interfaces including two UARTs, with the help 
of that we can interface GSM module to the controller. It is well suited for the future up gradations. 

 

Fig 1.Atmel: 40 pin microontroller 

 

Fig 2. Atmel: microcontroller pin diagram 

2.6 Features of ATMEL Microcontroller 

• High Performance, Low Power Atmel® AVR® 8-bit Microcontroller 

• Advanced RISC Architecture 

• Data and Non-Volatile Program Memory 
• 16/32/64K Bytes Flash of In-System Programmable Program Memory 

• 512B/1K/2K Bytes of In-System Programmable EEPROM 

• 1/2/4K Bytes Internal SRA 

• Write/Erase Cycles: 10,000 Flash/ 100,000 EEPROM 

• Data Retention: 20 years at 85°C/ 100 years at 25°C 

• Programming Lock for Flash Program and EEPROM Data Security 

• Direct Power Supply Voltage Measurement 

• 10-bit DAC for Variable Voltage Reference (Comparators, ADC) 
• Operating Voltage: 2.7V - 5.5V 

• Extended Operating Temperature: 

• -40°C to +85°C 

2.6 Biometric Scanner 

(Finger Print) 

Finger print recognition technique is used to identify the concern person. Three basic patterns used in finger print sensors. They are 
arch, loop and whorl. 
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Every person has a unique finger print. Finger print sensor is used to capture a digital image. Finger print scanning biometrics is based 
on the distinctive characteristics of the human finger print. A finger image is read from a captured device. 

The biometric scanner scans the finger print of the voter and then transmit it to the server through the GSM. The server saves the 
finger print with the particular voter detail. 

2.7 GSM Module 

GSM: Global System for Mobile Communication is generally known as 2nd generation standard which is widely for commercial 
purpose.  

In this system this module is used to transmit the data server to a display or server to a nearer police station based on the signal from 
the detector. 

2.8 Detector 

In this system detector is used to compare the finger print of current voter to previously voted voters. Based on this output the GSM 
module works. 

2.9 Server 

This is the main database, in this the details about the voter is stored and finger print of the voter which is noted from the Biometric 
scanner is also stored. 

3 The Illegal Voter Identification 

When the voter poll his vote the server saves his finger print using the biometric scanner. If he tries to poll vote 2ndtime the detector 
compares the finger print of current voter to previously voted voters. If the vote of that finger print is already polled, then the 
information about the voter is transfer to nearer police station. 

4. Implementation 

 

• Initially the barcode reader reads the unique number of voter id and transmit to the server through the GSM to get the 
details about the voter which is displayed on the display. 

• In this method, the id card is verified. Then the voter allow to next step i.e verification of finger print. This is done by 
biometric scanner. The GSM sends the finger print of voter to the server. The server saves the finger print to that particular 
id card’s detail. 

• The detector compares the current voter’s finger print to the previously voted voters finger print. 

• If the current voter’s finger print is matched, then the details of voter is forwarded to nearer police station. 

• Otherwise the voter is allowed to poll a vote. 
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5. Flow Chart 

 
 The above flow chart shows the function of a control unit i.e one of the functions of micro controller, 

• In this the finger print of the voter is consider as the input (of the biometric scanner) and then stored to the server. 

• The detector compares the current voter’s finger print to the previously voted voters. 

• If the detector output is YES (the voter is legal) then the voter is allowed to poll a vote. 

• If the detector output is NO (the voter is illegal) then the details of the voter is transfer to nearer police station. 

6. Process Description 

• When the voter tries to poll a vote for second time, the barcode reader gets the id card details. 

• The next one is Biometric scanner, in this we can read the finger print of the voter. If the voter is already voted then his/her 
finger print is already accumulated in the server. The detector identifies the finger print and transmit the information about 
the voter to the nearer police station. 

7. Conclusion 

From the above Module and our experimental study we have found that is by using the bar code reader and biometric scanner voting 
system we can easily reduce the double voting or illegal voting. 
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